2011 Navy Medicine Resources, Logistics and Analytics Symposium

Monday, 9 May 2011

0800-1200  RESOURCES:
Jorgenson Training  Mr. Joe Marshall
(By Invitation Only)
SMART Training  SMART Team

LOGISTICS:
RMs/Loggies/Acquisition Professionals
How to Effectively Conduct Acquisition Planning/Forecasting  Ms. Melanie Muscar
How to Monitor/Track Burn Rates  Mr. Art Cronk
How to Avoid and Curtail Unauthorized Commitments  Ms. Julia Hatch
How to Accurately Execute and Manage Health Care Services Invoice Processing  Ms. Michele Cameron

Equipment Managers/BIOMED
Equipment Management Updates  HM2 Villagracia
Medical Equipment Program Documentation Requirements  Ms. Elizabeth Erdman
Custodian Management/Responsible Officer  HM1 Upchurch
Medical Equipment Hazards, Alerts and Recalls  HM1 Perez

0800-1000  ANALYTICS:
Privacy Data Presentations and Panel Discussion  Ms. Wendy Funk
CAPT Maggie Richard
Ms. Barbara Hazzard
Ms. Rita DeShields
CAPT Virginia Torsch
Mr. Robert Willis

IMR Workshop (I) (IMR Workgroup Members and MTF IMR Action Officers)
1000-1200  ANALYTICS:
Refining the Question
Dr. Rich Holmes

1000-1500  ANALYTICS:
IMR Workshop (IIA) (IMR Workgroup Members)  CAPT Virginia Torsch
IMR MTF Processes Workshop (IIB) (MTF IMR Action Officers)  Mr. Robert Willis

1200–1300  Lunch

1300-1600  LOGISTICS:
Acquisition Professionals
Health Care Contracting Remedies Workshop  Ms. Michele Cameron
Supervising Personal Services Health Care Workers Workshop  Ms. Amanda Mariani
Mr. Art Cronk

Equipments and BIOMED
Property Accounting in DMLSS Overview (Parts 1, 2 & 3)  BUMED M42 & NMLC ETM Team

1300-1700  RESOURCES:
SMART Training  SMART Team
Budget Training Session  Budget Team
(Mandatory Attendance: Comptrollers/Deputy Comptrollers/Budget Officers)

ANALYTICS:
Data Collection Impacts to PPS  Ms. Colleen Rees
Ms. Wendy Funk
Dr. Rich Holmes
1500-1700  ANALYTICS:
IMR Workshop (III) (IMR Workgroup Members and MTF IMR Action Officers)  
CAPT Virginia Torsch  
Mr. Robert Willis

Tuesday, 10 May 2011

0715-0730  Administration Remarks

0730-0800  Remarks  
VADM Adam Robinson

0800-0900  Awards  
Opening Remarks  
VADM Adam Robinson  
Mr. Joe Marshall – M8  
RADM Elizabeth Niemyer – M4

0900-0915  Break

0915-1015  RESOURCES/LOGISTICS/ANALYTICS:  
Medical Service Corps Chief  
RDML Eleanor Valentin

RESOURCES:  
Spotlight Metrics (Accounting)  
Mr. Melvin Becker  
CDR David Breier

Command Level Testing  
Mr. Matthew Dossett

Uniform Business Office Part 1  
Mr. William Condon

BUMED M8 Web Portal  
Mr. Viet Tran

LOGISTICS:  
Requirements Definition and Market Research  
Mr. Art Cronk  
Chief Casey Payne
ANALYTICS:
Simulation Tools: Simulation Analysis in Healthcare  
Mr. Jake Leedekerken  
Mr. Steve Littig  
CAPT Paul Rockswold  
CDR Joseph Kascak  

Medical Informatics I -- Knowledge Translation: Saving Lives, Limbs, and Loot  
CAPT Paul Rockswold  

Capital Investment Decision Model (CIDM), MHS MILCON Prioritization Process  
CDR Joseph Kascak  

1015-1030  Break  

1030-1130 RESOURCES:
FY12 Financial Guidance (Elimination of Pseudo Appropriations)  
Mr. Hardy Hill  
Ms. Kimberly McIntire  
M1 Representative  
Mr. William Condon  
Mr. J.R. Bont  

Uniform Business Office Part 2  
Accounting Training  

LOGISTICS:
Competition Basics  
Mr. James Watkins  
Ms. Cassandra Lancaster  
Mr. Frank Boals  
CDR William D. Carroll  

PPMAP Basics  
Writing Medical Equipment Technical Requirements  

ANALYTICS:
Decision Tools: Value of Decision Tools in Healthcare  
Mr. Jake Leedekerken  
Mr. Steve Littig  
CAPT Paul Rockswold  
Ms. Laura Straw  
Ms. Aletha Bullock  
Ms. Amy Smith  

- A. Finding Best Evidence  
- B. Extracting Conclusions from the Numbers (Part 1)  
The Monitor: Making Patient Satisfaction Part of Healthcare Decision-Making
1130-1230 Lunch

1230-1400 RESOURCES/LOGISTICS:
Acquisition and Financial Management Update
“Current Issues & Initiatives Town Hall”
Mr. Joe Marshall
Mr. Bert Hovermale

RESOURCES:
DQMC...Show Me the Money!
Fiscal Law
Ms. Colleen Rees
Mr. Keith Dunn

LOGISTICS:
Better Buying Seminar
Equipment Program Review Committee (EPRC) Demonstration (Panel)
Ms. Nancy Richardson
Mr. Frank Boals

ANALYTICS:
Pharmacy: Current Model of Pharmacy Operations
Mr. Tim Ward
Mr. Victor Pawelzik
Mr. Kevin Noonan

Medical Informatics III:
- A. Extracting Conclusions from the Numbers (Part 2)
- B. Beyond Coding: Questioning Results and Conclusions
Overview of MHS Funding Methods: PPS and Performance Pilots,
with Emphasis on Impact of Medical Home and PMPM
CAPT Paul Rockswold
Ms. Jessica Newton
Mr. Greg Atkinson
Dr. Bob Opsut

1400-1430 Break

1430-1530 RESOURCES:
Civilian Labor Processing
The Statement of Budgetary Resources and You, a Relationship Analysis
Mr. Hardy Hill
Ms. Margaret Ryan
Mr. Keith Mertz
FY12 Preparation and Validation Tool
Manpower

LOGISTICS:
Strategic Sourcing Next Steps

Better Buying Seminar
Medical Equipment and Technology Management (ETM) – Part 1

ANALYTICS:
Pharmacy: Managing Processes Through the Use of Metric Dashboards
Medical Informatics IV: Measuring Processes, Services, and Practices
The MHS Performance Planning Pilots: Incentivizing the Quadruple Aim Performance and Implications for Future Resourcing of MTF's

1530-1545 Break

1545-1645 RESOURCES:
Managers’ Internal Control Program
How to Perform a Reconciliation
Support Agreements

LOGISTICS:
Small Business Program: Overview & Updates
PPMAP Basics
Medical Equipment and Technology Management (ETM) – Part 2

Ms. Colleen Rees
Ms. Kimberly McIntire
M1 Representative

Mr. Bert Hovermale
Mr. Jeremy Toton
Ms. Kelly Sherman
Ms. Nancy Richardson
Mr. Edlouie Ortega

Mr. Victor Pawelzik
Mr. Kevin Noonan
CAPT Paul Rockswold
CAPT Maureen Padden

Mr. Eric Egger
Mr. Eric Bodley
Mr. Yiannis Lolos

Ms. Mimi McReal
Ms. Cassandra Lancaster
Mr. Edlouie Ortega
ANALYTICS: Methods for PMPM Analysis and Findings from Recent Analyses  Mr. Geof Hileman

1545-1700  ANALYTICS: Pharmacy: Future Model of Pharmacy Operations  Mr. Victor Pawelzik
           Medical Informatics V:  Mr. Kevin Noonan
           - A. Information Translation: Implementing Best Evidence  Ms. Jessica Newton
           - B. Medical Informatics: Navy's Past, Present, and Future  CAPT Paul Rockswold

1545-1715  RESOURCES: Fiscal Law  Mr. Keith Dunn

1730  Dinner

1830-1930  RESOURCES: Regional Meeting NME
           Regional Meeting NMW
           Regional Meeting NMSC

1830-2100  ANALYTICS: Leadership Training: Feature Film
           "Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World"
Wednesday, 11 May 2011

0715-0730  Administration Remarks

0730-0900  Guest Speaker  Mr. William D. Eggers

0900-0915  Break

0915-1045  RESOURCES/LOGISTICS/ANALYTICS:
            Partnership - Bridging the Gap  Mr. Joe Marshall

            RESOURCES:
            BAERS/BAPF  Mr. David Russell
            Query Management Facility Training  DFAS Representative

            LOGISTICS:
            Medical Equipment Replacement Program  Mr. Anthony Angelo
            Small Business Program: Overview & Updates  Ms. Kim Hernandez

            ANALYTICS:
            Operating Rooms: Analysis and Process Improvement Efforts  Ms. Rachel Mayo
            Ms. Kara Tuohey

            Process Controls:
            - A. System-wide and Local Processes  Mr. Tim Ward
            Mr. Robert Willis
            Ms. Suzanne Roberts
            Ms. Janice Bauer
            - B. Process Control Charts
Balancing Vectors for Healthcare Services:
- A. Cost of Tricare Plus
- B. Perspectives for Choosing Direct Care

1045-1100 Break

1100-1200 RESOURCES:
Government Purchase Card
Proper Execution Alignment
POM/PPBE
Spotlight Metrics (Accounting)

LOGISTICS:
Acquisition Planning/Forecasting Keys to Success
Vaccine Information and Logistics System (VIALS) Demonstration and Overview
Writing Medical Equipment Technical Requirements
Contingency & Sustainment Medical Material Forecasting and Sourcing

ANALYTICS:
Operating Rooms: Analysis and Process Improvement Efforts
Current Topics in Mental Health:
  - A. Effects of Deployments on Family Members
  - B. The Use of TRICARE Survey Data: Prescription Drug Misuse
The Analytical Process

1200-1300 Lunch
1300-1400  LOGISTICS:
CBRN/PI AMALs

CDR William D. Carroll

1300-1430  RESOURCES/LOGISTICS:
Joint Standard Operating Procedures Session: Contract Closeout Deployment Update

Mr. Eric Bodley

RESOURCES:
BAERS/BAPF
DQMC...Show Me the Money!
Query Management Facility Training

Mr. David Russell
Ms. Colleen Rees
DFAS Representative

LOGISTICS:
Equipment Program Review Committee (EPRC) Demonstration (Panel)

Mr. Frank Boals
Mr. Edlouie Ortega
Mr. Mike Fortier

ANALYTICS:
Obstetrics: Improving Patient Access in Outpatient Clinics

Mr. Tim Link
Ms. Alyson Phillips
Mr. Tim Ward
Ms. Allison Russo
Dr. Rich Holmes

1430-1500  Break

1500-1600  RESOURCES:
Command Level Testing
Civilian Labor Processing
FY12 Preparation and Validation Tool
Budget Planning
BUMED M8 Web Portal

Mr. Matthew Dossett
Mr. Hardy Hill
Ms. Colleen Rees
Ms. Teresa Kruszka
Mr. Viet Tran
LOGISTICS:
Health Care Contracting Current Issues (Panel)

Equipment and Maintenance Management Review Q&A
Contingency & Sustainment Medical Material Forecasting and Sourcing

ANALYTICS:
Obstetrics: Improving Access and Safety in Inpatient Units

The M2 Platform
A. M2 BOXi Orientation
B. Practical Migration Considerations
Toolkit for Cost & Utilization Calculations

1600-1615  Break

1615-1715  RESOURCES/LOGISTICS:
SOP Training Roundtable

RESOURCES:
How to Perform a Reconciliation
The Statement of Budgetary Resources and You, a Relationship Analysis

NMSC Command Level Testing Program (Lessons Learned)
Government Travel Charge Card
Accounting Training

Mr. Bert Hovermale
Ms. Becky Tama
Mr. Chris Cullen
Mr. Bob Osing
LCDR Aboona
Ms. Debi Shore
Chief Casey Payne
Mr. Rich Schlegel
Mr. Vern Wing

Mr. Tim Link
Mr. Roger Gruneisen (APL)

CDR Jamie Lindly
Mr. Mark Eckman
Mr. Geof Hileman

Mr. Joe Marshall

Mr. Eric Bodley
Ms. Margaret Ryan
Mr. Keith Mertz
CAPT Manuel Naguit
Ms. Margaret Sherwood
Mr. J.R. Bont
LOGISTICS:
Acquisition Planning/Forecasting Keys to Success                      Ms. Melanie Muscar
Developing Technical Requirements for Medical Equipment Maintenance Contracts Mr. Frank Boals
Requirements Definition and Market Research Ms. Leora Frank
Mr. Art Cronk

ANALYTICS:
Methods for Visualizing Data Mr. Geof Hileman

1615-1730  ANALYTICS:
Obstetrics: Applicable Use of Staffing Models and Metrics Dashboards Mr. Tim Link
Mr. Jack Lin
Mr. Steve Littig
Ms. Wendy Funk

Functional Updates in the M2

1615-1830  RESOURCES/LOGISTICS:
Resources and Logistics Specialty Leader Meeting CDR Mary Seymour
CDR Edward Sullivan

1730  Dinner

1830-1930  ANALYTICS:
Formalizing a Framework for Analytics in Navy Medicine - Presentation Mr. Robert Willis
- Group Discussion

Thursday, 12 May 2011
0715-0730  Administration Remarks

0730-0900  Plenary Session
“Managing Navy Medicine’s Acquisition Capability” Mr. Bert Hovermale

0900-0915  Break

0915-1015  RESOURCES:
Budget Planning Ms. Teresa Kruszka
Government Travel Charge Card Ms. Margaret Sherwood
Uniform Business Office Part 1 Mr. William Condon
Vendor Pay DFAS Representative

LOGISTICS:
Strategic Sourcing Next Steps Mr. Bert Hovermale
Mr. Jeremy Toton
Ms. Kelly Sherman

Triennial Inventory – Issues, Lessons Learned and
Next Steps for the FY11 Inventory Policy BUMED M42 & NMLC ETM Team
Medical Material Standardization and Acquisition Efficiencies DMMPO Staff
Vaccine Information and Logistics System (VIALS) Demonstration and Overview Ms. Louise McLucas
Ms. Elizabeth Erdman

ANALYTICS:
Distribution & Replenishment: Replenishing Inventory Mr. Irwin Umali
at Point of Use in Patient Care Areas Mr. Dave Palmateer
Linking Strategic Goals and Business Planning Ms. Gayle Goff
CAPT Faye Wahle

An Auditing Tool for Evaluating Coding Performance Ms. Jane Cunningham
0915-1500 ANALYTICS:
How to Write Performance Work Statements  
Ms. Leanne Hanger  
Ms. Mary Mezzatesta

1015-1030 Break

1030-1130 RESOURCES:
FY12 Financial Guidance (Elimination of Pseudo Appropriations)  
Mr. Hardy Hill
NMSC Regional Command Level Testing Program (Lessons Learned)  
CAPT Manuel Naguit
Uniform Business Office Part 2  
Mr. William Condon
MED Inspector General Prep  
CDR Jo Ann Blando

LOGISTICS:
Competition Basics  
Mr. James Watkins
Triennial Inventory – Issues, Lessons Learned and Next Steps for the FY11 Inventory Policy  
BUMED M42 & ETM
GEN IV Prime Vendor Contract Update  
Ms. Nora Steigerwalt

ANALYTICS:
Logistics: Materials Movement and Facility Design Obstacles in Healthcare  
Mr. Irwin Umali  
Mr. Dave Palmateer
Orientation to the Performance Planning Tool  
Mr. Wes Watkins
GIS Technology: Relevancies to OB Planning  
Mr. John Hufford  
Mr. Jim Laramie

1130-1230 Lunch

1230-1330 RESOURCES:
Government Purchase Card  
Ms. Theresa Villanueva
POM/PPBE  
BUMED POM Team
MED Inspector General Prep  
CDR Jo Ann Blando
Vendor Pay  
DFAS Representative
LOGISTICS:
Medical Equipment Information Assurance (IA)  Mr. Mike Fortier
Mr. Ed Doorn
Mr. Joe Goodin (OPNAV)
Mr. John Zarkowsky (BUMED M3/5F4)
Agile Force Packaging
DLA-TS
LT Espinal
Requirements Definition and Market Research
Ms. Deb Thomas
GEN IV Prime Vendor Contract Update
Ms. Nora Steigerwalt

ANALYTICS:
Orthopedics: Program Overview and Surgery Volume/Safety Analysis  Mr. Bobby Beasley
Mr. Ted Jaditz
Implications of Data Quality in Analytics
Ms. Colleen Rees
Working within IT Constraints
CDR Richard Makarski

1330-1400  Break

1400-1500  RESOURCES:
Managers’ Internal Control Program  Mr. Eric Egger
Support Agreements  Mr. Yiannis Lolos
Proper Execution Alignment  Budget Team
Spotlight Metrics (Mandatory for all Comptrollers)  Mr. Joe Marshall

LOGISTICS:
Combat Theater Logistics  DLA-TS
LT Espinal
Medical Material Standardization and Acquisition Efficiencies
Major Stephen Casimir
Agile Force Packaging  Mr. Joe Goodin (OPNAV)
Mr. John Zarkowsky (BUMED M3/5F4)
Developing Technical Requirements for Medical Equipment Maintenance Contracts  Mr. Frank Boals  
Ms. Leora Frank

ANALYTICS:
Orthopedics: Improving Patient Access in Outpatient Clinics  Mr. Bobby Beasley  
Mr. Justin Allred
Overview of Performance Based Budget (PBB)  Mr. Robert Willis  
Ms. Wendy Funk
M2 Corporate Reports

1500-1530  Closing Remarks